A POSH CREATION BY EKATERINA LASHMANOVA

RUSSIAN APARTMENT WITH A CONTEMPORARY TOUCH
BOCA DO LOBO DESIGN INSPIRATION
WITH AN EXCLUSIVE INTERVIEW
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Posh, Sharp, Glamourous – this is how we could describe the stylish and fresh interior design
creation by Ekaterina Lashmanova, a residential apartment for a young family.
The refined work of Ekaterina Lashmanova, through an attentive dedication to details, reaches
its apogee within this contemporary project, flowing into an inspiring bold apartment in the
imposing city of Moscow, Russia.
Ekaterina had the free pass to open the doors of the place and spend some time bringing to
life the most tasteful trends. She designed more than a house – she created an inspiring and
iconic place to live in. From the high-ceiling to the details of the curtains, everything is custom
made, conceived by artisans – a constant search of singularity and perfection.
Behind the inspiration of the talented Russian interior designer is a profound admiration for
the Portuguese Design – and Boca do Lobo has a main role, leading as pioneer of a product
design made to brake boundaries through the aesthetic and bring handcrafted artistic pieces
into people’s day-to-day life.
The living room shape has grand ceilings and large windows which the designers used to
their advantage. The classical accents with fresh color palette are highlighted by the Wave
center table due to its gold hammered finish and contemporary lines. Taking center stage,
the creation by Boca do Lobo brings sophistication and an unexpected contemporary vibe
to the room. Blue hues and sensuous creams pair perfectly with the graphic flooring and the
subtle gold accents in the lighting that extends throughout the apartment. The bedroom’s
pale touches and rich finishes screams comfort and elegance to one of the most important
rooms of the apartment. A glamorous bathroom portrays a funky style with its bold pink panels
and the art nouveau gold mirror.
Black pronunciations like the big indoor frames gives a posh touch to keep the majestic
apartment as modern as rich.
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WAVE CENTER TABLE
True classics never fail to make an impression and this is certainly the case for the Wave
Table from Boca do Lobo. Nowadays, the traditional coffee table is no longer the only way to
decorate the living room; recently coffee tables are taking original shapes and designs that
give the living room a whole unique look through unusual forms and new materials. Wave is
an original and a stylish coffee table for a modern living room as it is also an unconventional
center table for your sitting room. With great style and elegance it creates an exclusive
ambiance to the modern interiors. Developed by a Portuguese jewelry artisan, this piece is
made of hand hammered gold brass with a black mirror top.
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EXCLUSIVE INTERVIEW

EKATERINA LASHMANOVA
The new design - apartments for a young family - is made on the same principles. “Customers
are different,” says Ekaterina. - But the owner of this apartment is ideal! I remember how i
come for meeting to discuss the future concept of the interior.
We were talking about design, about trends, and in one moment she asked me what I like. I
opened my laptop and started showing my moodboards and what inspires me. “That’s exactly
what I want,” immediately said the owner. - Let’s do it! “If with the decorative design of the
interior everything just turned out, then over the redevelopment had to break head.
“Being an architect by education, I pay a lot of attention to space planning. In an ill-conceived
layout it’s uncomfortable to live, and in this case the decor will not save it, - Ekaterina admits. This apartment had its indisputable advantages: high ceilings and a large number of windows
from floor to ceiling.
However, the apartment plan was a quarter of a circle. To create rooms of the right forms, they
had to be levelled by walls, cabinets, radius cornices and curtains. “In addition to the living
room, two bedrooms, two bathrooms, two dressing rooms and a dining room, combined with
a kitchen, the apartments were allocated a place for a small study.
“During the photo shooting of the interior, I went into this small room to rest, sat on the couch
and suddenly felt for myself how comfortable it was,” reminds the designer. - On the one hand,
everything here is very chambery: a sofa, shelves and a coffee table.
But at the same time you are sitting opposite a huge window from floor to ceiling on the tenth
floor, and you have a beautiful view of Moscow. An indescribable feeling of relaxation. “ As in
most projects of Ekaterina Lashmanova, many objects and all carpentry work in this interior
are made to order in private workshops.
“We have our own high-class cabinetmakers and textile specialists, with whom we have been
cooperating for many years and whose quality of work we trust very much “ says Ekaterina.
But most of the furniture and lights came here from the US and Portugal.
“I’m impressed by the Portuguese designers,” Ekaterina admits. - Everything they do is very
fashionable and relevant. What this interior needs! “
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THE TECHNIQUES OF BOCA DO LOBO
FILIGREE
When crafting a piece like this, the end result is always different, each piece is unique. It is
hand-crafted work, a work of love.
The art of filigree was born during Roman period and it was passed down through the
generations of skilled medieval jewelers, often emulating the work of the Byzantine goldsmiths
of Constantinople, embellished crosses, reliquaries and the covers of bibles. Later, the filigree
became very popular in the French fashion world from the 60’s until today. And actually, countries
such as India, Italy, and of course, Portugal, have been treasuring it. Deeply embedded in
Portugal’s history and culture, there are countless brilliant examples of this remarkable technique.

JOINERY
Fine furniture calls for beautiful forms and one-of-kind silhouettes. One of the oldest arts of
humankind reborn from the perfect marriage of ancient skills with mechanical methods.
Joinery is one of the most elementary concepts in woodworking that connects different pieces of
wood. A basic yet precious foundation that built the pieces’ skeleton, therefore we have always
put this efficient technique in the spotlight of our designs. Even the look of a joint, how strong it
is, how long it will last thru time, and other characteristics are determined by the joining materials
and which kind of technique is used in the process. A knowledge that valuable woodworkers
have been putting into Boca do Lobo’s designs to make sure to enlighten one-of-kind silhouettes.

AZULEJO
The renowned hand painted tiles reflect a Portuguese tradition with hundreds of years. There
is no surprise that Boca do Lobo honors this treasurable fine art in the Heritage iconic series.
Portugal, the country of whimsical beaches, Porto wine, seafood, and also azulejos. Even people
who aren’t familiar with the term, they visually recall the ceramic tiles painted in blue artistic
patterns, repeated in many historical buildings or as rich accent elements such as house numbers.
Profoundly linked to architectural use, it is usually applied as wall covering decoration, layering
large surface areas on both the inside and outside of buildings. And we are proud of them.

METALWORKING
To form, to cut, and to joining processes can be a praiseworthy playground.
An artful creative assortment of large-scale structures, assemblies, to the most delicate jewelry.
Nowadays the metalworking can be truly artful to conceive a wide range of large-scale structures,
assemblies, to the most delicate jewelry. It requires discipline, vision and strength. Since early,
Boca do Lobo has no restrain to use different processes and tools to shape new designs, by
giving to our pieces rough yet powerful expression. To form, to cut, and to joining processes have
been a praiseworthy playground.
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ABOUT BOCA DO LOBO WORLD
Boca do Lobo furniture is an exclusive emotional experience, a sense of belonging and a state of mind.
We strive to encourage sensational experiences by creating beautiful pieces which are passionately
inspired and handcrafted in Portugal by a staff that loves what they do; experiences which pass on
the feeling of exclusivity. Our designers possess an undeniable talent for composing pieces which stir
emotion in their admirers. Our artisan’s wisdom, accumulated from years of experience, is instilled with
love and dedication in the art that they perform. No detail or element is overlooked as we offer the best
at the frontier between design and art. Each piece will bring you on a journey to sources of pleasure you
may have forgotten, and take you to places you have never been before; a journey to Boca do Lobo
World – a world of emotions.
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